Australia's Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists has been highly effective in advancing policy solutions for Australia's land, water and biodiversity. The success of this group relies not only on high-profile individuals and clear communication, but also on organizational support and influential connections. The Group's influence was maximized because membership was carefully selected, well-funded, and skillfully managed by a full-time campaign manager who was well-connected to key media and political decision-makers. This paper offers evidence countering the emerging popular view that the Group were spontaneous, and it offers lessons for other environmental NGOs seeking to influence government policy.
Introduction
Bell (2006) examined some of the communication strategies that have contributed towards the success of Australia's Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists, an independent group of scientists concerned with advancing solutions to secure the long term health of Australia's land, water and biodiversity (Wentworth Group 2010). However, the success of this group relies not only on high-profile individuals and clear communication, but also on their organization and influential connections. In 2002 when the Wentworth Group was formed, I was teaching natural resource policy and followed their progress closely. The notes I made at the time (Vanclay 2003) , contrast with the some of the views now promulgated. The differences are instructive, and offer further insights in how NGOs can be effective. This commentary on the formation and management of the Wentworth Group seeks to provide guidance for other NGOs seeking to influence government policy. It also illustrates how "beauty is in the eye of the beholder" and may vary according to temporal and philosophical viewpoint
Popular notions of the Wentworth Group
My recollection (Vanclay 2003 ) is the membership and timing of the early meetings of the Wentworth Group were carefully crafted, but the view commonly promulgated is that the meetings were spontaneous, and there is a danger that this romantic notion may become more embellished with time. Bell (2006) offered a different slant: "With philanthropic funding from a little known millionaire, aged-care businessman Robert Purves, the World Wide Fund for Nature in Australia (WWF Australia) invited a group of leading environmental scientists and advisors to dinner. The purpose of the dinner meeting at Sydney's five-star Wentworth Hotel was to discuss how best to respond to the Farmhand Appeal, Jones, and the ecologically dangerous ideas about drought-proofing that were getting so much media coverage. Taking their name from the hotel where they were dining, the Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists emerged from that meeting to transform public discourse about drought, water and natural resource policy in Australia".
I suspect that the Wentworth Hotel was deliberately chosen to align the group with the then Prime Minister (John Howard), who customarily celebrated his election victories there, and that this choice of hotel reflects the careful planning and attention to detail that underscores the success of the Wentworth Group.
Formation of the Group
In early 2002, businessman Robert Purves, the President of WWF Australia, made a donation of $1.5 million 1 to start the "anti-land-clearing campaign", a major national 4-year campaign to reduce land clearing in Australia 2 . Peter Cosier, previously the senior environmental policy advisor 3 to Senator Robert Hill, was hired as campaign manager for this campaign 4 . Cosier knew that this would be a tough campaign, and it was made tougher by the drought -but the drought also provided an opportunity.
The Farmhand Foundation 5 was launched on 3 October 2002 6 apparently with the aim of selling Telstra and using some of the proceeds to turn coastal rivers inland to 'drought-proof ' Australia 7 . Cosier would have been well aware this, because in September 2002, Senator Meg Lees 8 had been trying to arrange a "cooperative effort between various green groups, steered by Peter Cosier -a former staffer of former environment minister Robert Hill -to put together a 'wish list' of spending priorities for Telstra money". Cosier knew that "turning rivers inland" would be a disaster for the environment, but seized the opportunity created by the media attention, and contacted ten respected scientists 9 and hastily arranged 10 for them to meet over dinner. Within a week (on 10 October 2002) the group convened (without expectations 11 ) at the Wentworth Hotel to respond to the Farmhand proposal and advance the "anti-land-clearing campaign"
12 . In addition to the 10 scientists, Cosier invited 3 journalists to report the event: Nick Grimm from the ABC 13 , Asa Wahlquist from The Australian 14 and Anthony Hoy from The Bulletin 15 .
Grimm reported on the meeting in the ABC's AM program the following day 16 , quite an achievement since the same program aired the news that the US Congress had given President Bush authority to attack Iraq. Grimm subsequently received the 2003 Eureka award for his story 17 that "a small group of scientists gathered in a Sydney hotel to share a meal and their concerns about the directions the national discussion on the environment had taken…" and that "It had been the photo on the front page of a Sydney newspaper of a young girl standing in the drought-ravaged paddocks of her parent's farm, which initially stirred the group of eminent scientists to gather at short notice"
18 . Sadly, the major Sydney daily newspaper, The Sydney Morning Herald is strangely devoid of photos of drought-stricken girls throughout September and early October in 2002 (Vanclay 2003) . Miranda Devine 19 from the SMH seems to have been the only reporter who observed at the time that the Wentworth Group were the "respectable face" of the WWF, convened to counter the Farmhand Foundation, the respectable face of the push to privatize Telstra.
At the Wentworth Hotel, there had apparently been a vigorous discussion about the issues, but it was reputedly a journalist 20 who said discussions were not enough; that a few specific points were needed to create a story, and they were needed now, so that he could write his story before the news deadline later that night. Grimm claimed 16 that it was he who suggested that "they needed a statement, one that would advance the national environmental debate." The same day, a statement from the group appeared on the WWF website 21 , and the next morning there was a response from the Prime Minister 22 . Grimm 16 claimed that "The result was Blueprint for a Living Continent, which prompted Prime Minister John Howard to call a scientific summit to look at ways to respond to Australia's drought", but the Blueprint was not published until three weeks later, and it seems unlikely that the Prime Minister would arrange such a meeting within a few hours during the early morning… Three weeks later first blueprint, Blueprint for a Living Continent 23 , was published 24 (3 November 2003). It had gone through "about 20 drafts" 25 , most of them worked over carefully by a "really good media wordsmith from WWF" 24 to make it more accessible to the general public.
One anomaly amongst all this is the Foreword to the Blueprint, which was written by Tim Why have the Wentworth Group been so successful? Their success has been helped by a good sense of timing, careful planning and behind the scenes management, sufficient funds and a full-time campaign manager who was politically astute and well-connected. In addition, a competing story (Jones-Farmhand-Telstra and turning rivers inland) helped to generate the polarisation of issues that the media love. The Group has also had a carefully directed advertising campaign, with half-page and full-page advertisements in prominent newspapers 30 .
It is reasonable to ask whether the Wentworth Group really are a truly independent "group of concerned scientists", or are merely the respectable face of WWF? A search of published literature suggests that all of the individual scientists have remained true to their earlier academic research, so it does appear that the Wentworth Group has maintained scientific credibility, even as they harnessed political opportunity.
Cullen (2004) has suggested that "Giving three senior journalists an exclusive turned out to be very powerful. ... We were clearly lucky with our timing in that the blueprint was released at a time that caught the window of interest when the media was looking for an answer to all the drought stories that had been being aired in previous weeks. A key part of building this media momentum was our "staying on message" rather than having it develop in unplanned ways. We had made it plain that we were delivering the Blueprint to the Prime Minister and the State Premiers before its public release on the Web and in hard copy. This probably added to the media interest. There was also media interest because we were taking on a very well known and influential radio shock jock in Alan Jones who had been proposing to turn the rivers inland to "drought proof our country". This element of conflict with a well known figure stimulated interest. The other factor was some mystique surrounding the Group -who were we, why we were speaking out, why were scientists acting as advocates, why were we named the Wentworth Group". However, in my view, the Wentworth group succeeded because of other political and media connections: few scientists are able to grab the media headlines and elicit comment from the Prime Minister on the same day that the USA commences a military conflict!
